The processing time of the machine is assumed fixed in several studies. In many real industrial applications, the processing time is affected by learning and forgetting effects. This research proposes a scheduling approach to support a manufacturing system under learning/forgetting effect. The approach is supported by a Multi-Agent System to perform the scheduling activities in a quasi-real-time and in general manufacturing systems. A simulation environment is developed to test the proposed approach and the results are compared with a benchmark model for evaluating several performance measures of the manufacturing system. The simulation results highlight how the proposed approach improves all the performance measures under different conditions of inter-arrival time, learning and forgetting rates. A complete Analysis of the Variance highlights the main effects on the performance measures to support the decision maker of the manufacturing system.
Introduction
Manufacturing processes with human contributions can be affected by the impact of learning and forgetting effects on the performance. The importance of the worker learning effects have been observed in several industrial contexts (Yelle, 1979) . Globerson et al. (1989) proposed one of the first studies on the forgetting effect by considering the impact of the production systems which depends on the break length and the level of experience gained prior to the break. These effects are common in labor-intensive production assembly systems. The learning and forgetting rates depend on the characteristics of the individual worker and the specific task affected by the learning and forgetting effect. In industrial systems, this means that the learning and forgetting rates can be more heterogeneous on the job shop. The impact of the different learning and forgetting rates of the workers on the production systems are studied by Shafer et al. (2001) and Nembhard and Shafer (2008) . Their works used simulation models to consider the different rates of the workers instead of assuming the average rate for the entire workforce and over different tasks of the production system. A comprehensive survey on the learning model proposed in the literature to model learning effects as realistic as possible was provided in Biskup (2008) . This survey discussed the scheduling problem for the different learning models and the solutions based mainly on dispatching rules. The scheduling approaches have the ability to operate in a volatile business environment with higher competition, more differentiation and shorter product life cycle (KPMGInt., Amstelveen, the Netherlands, 2015) . For these reasons, the scheduling has to be more reactive and adaptable to the unforeseen change of the volatile market environment. Several studies investigated the learning and forgetting effect, but recently the scheduling problem faced more attention. The major part of works focused on the scheduling problem on a single machine (Rustogi & Strusevich, 2014; Wang, 2007; Lee et al., 2011; Li et al. 2018a; Li et al., 2018b; Ahmadizar et al., 2013; Azadeh et al., 2017) . The problem addressed is to determine the optimal sequence of the jobs to reduce the processing times. Also, the flow line is studied under the learning and forgetting effect (Bai et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018) . The simulation is used to investigate the effect of non-homogeneous learning rate on the performance of serial production stages (Ranasinghe et al., 2018) . The assembly flow shop line under learning effect is studied in order to minimize the makespan, total completion time and total quadratic completion time. The scheduling problem is formulated as a mixed integer programming model. The model is solved using some metaheuristic algorithms that depend on the scale of the problem (Danyu et al., 2018) . Another field of the research concerns the allocation of the workers as proposed in Liu et al. (2016) . Few works were proposed investigating the flexible job shop scheduling problem with learning and forgetting considerations (Azzouz et al., 2018) . This research focuses on the scheduling approach in a job shop manufacturing system introducing the learning and forgetting effect. The scheduling concerns a real-time decision on the allocation of the part to the machines with high demand volatility in terms of mix and volume. The scheduling approach proposed avoid the lot of items to react rapidly to the customer demand. The simulation environment developed allows to investigate several performance measures to test the proposed approach. The study of the flexible job shop scheduling under learning effect and deterioration is investigated using metaheuristic algorithms as a genetic algorithm and variable neighborhood search (Tayebi Araghi, 2014) . These methods can be used for a limited number of jobs/parts due to the computational complexity and cannot be used to take the decision in quasi-realtime. Biel and Glock (2018) studied the effect on the key performance indicators in the multi-stage production systems of the learning and forgetting effect. In their work, they proposed flexible, real-time buffer management rules that aim at lowering excessive inventory build-up which may result from adverse input parameter combinations. The results are limited to the case studied of three multi-stages as a line. As discussed by the authors the model needs to be extended to a flexible job-shop context. The introduction of the learning effect is studied also in the case of cellular manufacturing systems as shown in Heydarian and Jolai (2018) . They studied the operator allocation problem with learning effects and server breakdown in cellular manufacturing systems. The method proposed supports the decision makers in cellular manufacturing systems. A recent overview of the literature focused on learning/forgetting effects in manufacturing systems Azzouz et al., 2018) . Glock et al. (2018) described the evolution of the learning curves and forgetting models and application areas. They argued as few articles considered both learning and forgetting effects and how may work on a single machine are not suitable for real industrial applications. Azzouz et al. (2018) discussed how the computational complexity of the learning/effects problems remains open. Moreover, there are a few types of research which study the impact of dynamic events such as breakdown machines, dynamic arrivals of jobs and the absence of workers on the scheduling problems under learning effects. From the analysis of the past works, the main limits of the literature are the following. Few works addressed the problem in job-shop manufacturing systems with the introduction of uncertain in demand, mix, etc. The few models proposed in this context can be introduced in manufacturing systems with determined demand and a restricted number of machines. The scheduling models proposed are characterized by relevant computational complexity with limited reaction to unforeseen events. In response, this paper seeks to propose a scheduling approach with the first research questions
RQ1: what is the performance of the scheduling model that works in real-time in a turbulent environment?
Often, the performance measures analysed are limited to a restricted area without providing complete information about the manufacturing systems behavior. Therefore, the second research question asks:
RQ2: what is the impact of the scheduling model on the performance of the manufacturing system under different learning-forgetting rates and demand?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the reference context of the study proposed. Section 3 presents the proposed scheduling approach, while Section 4 describes the simulation model, the experimental setup with the analyses and discusses the results of the simulation study. Finally, in Sect. 7, concluding remarks are made and directions for future research work are presented.
Research context
The manufacturing system is a flexible manufacturing system with complete flexibility of the machines; each machine can manufacture all the operations. The parts enter the manufacturing system follow an exponential distribution; when a part enters, an integer uniform distribution is used to assign (value 1 extracted) or not (value 0 extracted) for each possible i-th operation opi. Each part must have almost one operation to perform. Each operation i-th has a base process time, the learning rate allows to reduce the process time if the same parts are produced consequently; while, the forgetting rate increases the processing time when a different part is produced.
Throughout the paper, the following terminology is used:
fi it is the exponent of the forgetting curve (forgetting rate) for stage i with 0 ≤ fi < 1; li it is the exponent of the learning curve (learning rate) for stage i with 0
it is the time required to produce the first item on stage i (the base processing time); WLi it is the workload of the machine i; k it is the number of same item typology to compute the processing time by the learning function for a specific item typology; Tk,j it is the processing time of the j item typology after a number of k consequently item (j) manufactured following the learning function. Tx,j it is the processing time of the j item typology after a number of x different item form j manufactured following the forgetting function. Tmax is the maximum value for the processing time; this value is used to limit the forgetting function. Nop it is the number of operations assigned to the item; Nqi it is the number of items in queue at machine i; Nqp,i it is the number of items of typology p in queue at machine i; Percp,i it is the percentage of item of typology p in queue of machine i; ,  they are the weights used in the scheduling model;
WLci it is the workload corrected used to allocate the item at the machine i;
The processing time of each machine is characterized by the learning and forgetting effects. The learning effect used in this paper is the formulation proposed by Wright (1936) , the time to produce the k-th item on stage i can be calculated as:
The forgetting occurs when other product typologies are processed; the forgetting curve used in this paper is the same proposed by Carlson and Rowe (1976) :
The two equations need to be combined to obtain a learning-forgetting during the manufacturing of the items for each machine. The following conditions can occur:
1) During the learning period of a machine (processing a sequence of similar items) a different product item enters the machine until a process time Tnow. Then, the process time is affected by a one step of forgetting. The new process time is computed by the following expression:
2) During the forgetting period of a machine (process time of different items), two consecutive items are manufactured. Then, the process time is affected by the learning. The new process time is computed by the following expressions. First, it is computed the keq as the learning expression:
Then, it is applied the learning expression (1) using the keq. Fig. 1 shows an example of the processing time curve of a machine under learning and forgetting effects. From the part 1 to 10, the typology is the same and the processing time reduces due to the learning effect; from part 11 to 13, the typology part is different and the processing time increases due to the forgetting effect. When the same part of the [1-10] arrives at the machine the processing time starts from the value due to the forgetting effect. The parts are assigned to the machines following a workload policy (benchmark model). Then, at each part is assigned a due date following the distribution: 
Scheduling approach
The scheduling policy allocates the part to the machines because each machine can perform all the technological operations. The first policy is used as a benchmark to evaluate the proposed methods; this policy allocates the part to the machine with the lower workload of the parts in the queue. The workload is computed using the base processing time of the parts.
The part is allocated to the machine i with the lower value of the WLi. This method does not take into account the potential evolution of the processing time due to the learning rate of the parts in the queue.
Proposed approach
The approach proposed in this paper for the scheduling problem is based on the support of a Multi-Agent Architecture. The Multi Agent Systems (MASs) is an enabling technology to support Industry 4.0 as discussed in Wang et al. (2016) and Leitão et al. (2016) . The Multi-Agent Architecture consists of two types of agents: a machine agent (MA) associated to each workstation. It is an intelligent entity who manages the workstation to improve resource efficiency. Moreover, when a new part enters the system the corresponding part agent (PA) is created; it analyses the part status locating the following activities to be scheduled and performs the strategy to assign the part to the workstation. The coordination mechanism among the agents consists of the following steps (as shown in Fig. 2 ):
-The PA analyses the process plan of the part and determines the next technological operation to process. -It sends a request to all MA with the information of the technological operation request; then, it waits for the answers of the MA. -The MA computes the workload of the machine and the adjusted workload (the proposed policy) based on the technological operation required by the PA. Afterward, each MA sends to the PA the index computed. -The PA receives the index from all MA agents and allocates the part to the MA with the best index proposed. Then, the PA communicate to the MA the assignment of the part. -The MA update the learning and forgetting rate for each technological operation after a part completes a process. -The PA checks if the process plan of the part is completed. If another operation is necessary the activities described are repeated.
The approach considers a workload of the machines adjusted considering the typology of the parts in the queue to improve the learning of the machine. The correction of the workload to decide the scheduling of the parts is computed by the following steps:
-It is evaluated the workload of the machine i considering the items in queue as computed in eq. 
-It is considered the part typology p* to schedule and the workload is corrected with two parameters  between 0 and 1) and greater than 1). , The workload corrected takes into account a weight to increase  or to decrease the workload of the machine. Higher is the percentage of the parts similar to the part to allocate, then the higher is the reduction by the weight . Otherwise, the weight  increases the workload of the machine. The part is allocated to the machine with a lower workload corrected. In order to minimize the delay, the queues of the machines are managed by Early Due Date policy. The above model can be introduced in several manufacturing systems (job shop, cellular manufacturing etc.) and with any number of machines. The MAS allows to share the computational complexity among the agents that compose the architecture allowing decisions in quasi-real-time.
Fig. 2. UML Activity Diagram of the agents

Simulation Experiments and Numerical Results
Table 1 reports the experimental factors; a full factorial design with 324 scenarios was simulated. The factors are the combination of the weight a and b, three values for the learning and forgetting effects and three different values of the inter-arrival parameters. The inter-arrival parameters are chosen to obtain the value of the average utilisation of the manufacturing system for the benchmark about 85% (expo 8.75), 90% (expo 8.25) and 95% (expo 7.5). Each scenario is characterized by a simulation time of 25,000 unit-time; for each scenario, a number of replications able to assure a 5% confidence interval and 95% of confidence level for each performance measure have been conducted. Each scenario can include thousands of replications to obtain the statistical results. The due date is assigned to each part according to the following expression: * 1,3 The performance measures studied concerns the ability to deliver the part on time and the manufacturing system. The delivery parts are studied by the following performance:
-Average lateness of the parts [unit time]; it is computed the average of the delay of the parts in delay; -Average percentage parts in delay [a-dimensional] ; it is the percentage of the parts in delay using as the base the total production of the manufacturing system; -The Standard Deviation of the lateness [unit time]; it evaluates how the variability of the delay.
The manufacturing system is evaluated by the following performance measures:
-The throughput time of the parts [unit time]; it is the total time of the parts spent in the manufacturing system; -The average Work In Process [parts]; it is an index of the fixed assets in items.
-The average process time of the workstations [unit time]; it is the average process time of the machines during the simulation due to the learning and forgetting rates. -The average utilisation of the workstations [a dimensional]; it is the average utilisation of all machines of the manufacturing system.
The numerical results are reported as a percentage difference using as a base the benchmark model and the main and interaction effects are studied by Design Of Experiment (DOE). In the DOE analysis, the notations used is the following:
-A denotes the inter-arrival time with 1 (8.75), 2(8.25) e 3 (7.5); -B denotes the learning factor with 1 (0.1), 2 (0.2) e 3 (0.3); -C denotes the forgetting factor with 1 (0.1), 2 (0.2) e 3 (0.3); Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the average lateness performance analysis. The proposed approach leads to the best results when the utilisation of the manufacturing system is higher (EXPO 7.5). Considering the learning and forgetting rate, the better results is obtaining when the learning rate is higher independently by the rate of the forgetting effect.
Fig. 3. Average Lateness
The main effects show how the learning rate has the more important effect on this performance, while the forgetting rate has the minor influence.
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Fig. 4. Average Lateness effects
The same results are obtained for the percentage of parts in delay and standard deviations (figures 5 and 6). For this performance, the above consideration is more relevant among the factors considered. Fig. 7 and Fig.  8 reports the throughput time analysis. In this case, the better results are obtained in the case of EXPO 7.5, but the difference between the other two values studied is very low compared to the delay performance. The main effects are due to the inter-arrival parameter, while the effect of the learning rate is relevant form the first value to the second and lower with the more increment to the third value of the rate. Fig. 10 report the analysis of the work in process. The main difference compare to the above comments are the following. In this case, the learning rate has a positive effect from the rate 0.1 to 0.2, while the effect is negative is the rate grows up to 0.3. Moreover, the effect of forgetting rate is relevant to increase the work in process of the manufacturing system. The results of the average process time are given in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . The inter-arrival time does not affect the difference of the process time from the benchmark model. The main factor is obviously the learning rate on the processing time. However, the forgetting rate has a lower influence on this performance. The average reduction of the process time due to the proposed approach is limited compared to the benchmark model. -The proposed approach allows improving all the performance studied. The improvements are more relevant when the inter-arrival of the parts is lower. The scheduling is more relevant when the number of items in queue is higher. -The greater improvements are obtained on the reduction of lateness, the percentage of the parts in delay and the standard deviation of the lateness. Then, the proposed approach works mainly on the delivery performance. -The learning rata has the main influence on the performance, while the forgetting rate has a lower impact. This is relevant because is more important to improve the learning than the forgetting rate.
Conclusions and future development paths
Although a broad literature on learning effect on manufacturing system exists, specific works on learning and forgetting together are scarce and are focused on a single machine or simplified configuration of machines as flow shop. In response, the first research question asked: "what is the performance of the scheduling model that works in real-time in a turbulent environment?" The simulation environment developed to support the analysis of the proposed scheduling approach compared to the benchmark model. The results show how the proposed approach improves the performance in different conditions of demand (inter-arrival time of the parts) with a more complex manufacturing system. The scheduling approach can be extended to different configurations of the manufacturing system by the use of the multi agent architecture. The second research question asked: "what is the impact of the scheduling model on the performance of the manufacturing system under different learning-forgetting rates and demand?" Using the simulation, we demonstrated that the performance measures improve under different values of learning and forgetting rates. Moreover, the learning effect has more influence on the results than the value of the forgetting rates. This drive the efforts to the learning than the forgetting issue. The managerial implications concern the support for the decision maker for the scheduling of a manufacturing system under learning and forgetting effect. The map of the performance obtained helps the decision maker on the benefits derived by the investment in the learning rate. Multi-agent architecture can be integrated into the modern manufacturing system under industry 4.0 development. This work drives the decision maker to invest to improve the learning rate that is the main factor for the performance. Moreover, the use of the simulation allows highlighting what is the improvement in the different conditions of the manufacturing system considering a wider range of performance measures. The limitation of this study is that we assume the same learning and forgetting functions for all the machines and parts. The learning and forgetting function can depend on the machine or the particular part processed. Furthermore, it may be investigated the introduction of the workload control approach that allows forming lots of part to schedule in the manufacturing system.
